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Abstract— This paper presents the step by step Simulink 

implementation of induction motor. With the modular 

system, each block solves one of the model equations; 

therefore, unlike black box models, all of the machine 

parameters are accessible for control and verification 

purposes. Dynamic models (mathematical models) are 

employed in to better understand the behavior of induction 

motor in both transient and steady state. The dynamic 

modelling sets all the mechanical equations for the inertia, 

torque and speed versus time. It also models all the 

differential voltage, currents and flux linkages between the 

stationary stator as well as the moving rotor. This paper 

presents a step by step MATLAB /Simulink implementation 

of an induction machine using d-q axis transformations of the 

stator and rotor variables in the arbitrary reference frame.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Usually, when an electrical machine is simulated in circuit 

simulators like PSpice, its steady state model is used, but for 

electrical drive studies, the transient behaviour is also 

important. One advantage of Simulink over circuit simulators 

is the ease in modelling the transients of electrical machines 

and drives and to include drive controls in the simulation. The 

dynamic simulation is one of the key steps in the validation 

of the design process of the motor-drive system, which 

eliminates the designing mistakes and the resulting errors in 

the prototype construction and testing. The dynamic model of 

the induction motor in direct, quadrature, and zero-sequence 

axes can be derived from fundamental equations of 

transformation. The dynamic analysis of the symmetrical 

induction machines in the arbitrary reference frame has been 

intensively used as a standard simulation approach from 

which any particular mode of operation may then be 

developed. MATLAB /Simulink has an advantage over other 

machine simulators in modelling the induction machine using 

dq0 axis transformation. [1] 

The dynamic modelling sets all the mechanical 

equations for the inertia, torque and speed versus time. It also 

models all the differential voltage, currents and flux linkages 

between the stationary stator as well as the moving rotor. This 

mathematical model has been done by using MATLAB 

/Simulink which will represent the three-phase induction 

motor including a three phase to d-q axis transformations. In 

this paper, a modular, easy to understand Simulink induction 

motor model is described. With the modular system, each 

block solves one of the model equations; therefore, unlike 

black box models, all of the machine parameters are 

accessible for control and verification purposes. [2] 

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

There are few assumptions are to be made while deriving 

mathematical model of a 3-phase Induction Motor. They are 

listed below. 

1) Uniform air gap. 

2) Squirrel cage type construction. 

3) Balanced stator and rotor windings, with sinusoidally 

distributed winding. 

4) Saturation and parameter change are    neglected 

The steady state model and equivalent circuit of the 

Induction Motor is useful for studying the performance of the 

machine in steady state. This implies that all electrical 

transients are neglected during load changes or stator 

frequency variations. Such variations arise in application 

involving variable-speed drives. The variable-speed drives 

are converter fed from finite sources, unlike the utility 

sources, due to limitations of the switch ratings and filter 

sizes. This results in their incapability to supply large 

transient power. Hence, we need to evaluate the dynamics of 

converter-fed variable-speed drives to assess the adequacy of 

the converter switches and the converters for a given number 

of motor and their interaction to determine the excursions of 

currents & torque in the converter and motor. [3] 

III. INDUCTION MOTOR MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The induction machine d-q or dynamic equivalent circuit is 

shown in Fig. 1. According to Krause’s model his model, the 

modeling equations in flux linkage form are as follows: [4] 
dFqs

dt
= ωb [Vqs − 

ωe 

ωb 
Fds +

Rs

xls
(Fms + Fqs)]        (1) 

dFds

dt
= ωb [Vds + 

ωe 

ωb 
 Fqs +

Rs

xls
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dFqr

dt
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ωb 
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dFdr

dt
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Rr

xlr
(Fmd − Fdr)]    (4) 

 
Fig. 1: d-q equivalent circuit of an induction machine 

Mutual flux linkages are as follows: 

 Fmq = xml
∗ [

Fqs

xls
+

Fqr

xlr
]                          (5) 

Fmd = xml
∗ [

Fds

xls
+

Fdr

xlr
]                           (6)

 d-q frame stator and rotor current equation are: 

iqs =
1

xls
(Fqs − Fmq)       (7) 

ids =
1

xls
(Fd𝑠 − Fmd)                         (8) 

iqr =
1

xlr
(Fqr − Fmq)                         (9) 

idr =
1

xlr
(Fdr − Fmd)                       (10) 
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Torque equations in flux linkage & currents form

 Te =
3

2
(

p

2
)

1

ωb 
(Fdsiqs − Fqsids)                  (11) 

Te − TL = J (
2

p
)

dωr 

dt
                          (12) 

Where, 

d  : direct axis, q : quadrature axis, 

s : stator variable, r : rotor variable, 

ij
F  : flux linkage (i=q or d and j=s or r) 

qm
F  , dm

F : q and d-axis magnetizing flux linkages 

qs
v  , ds

v :  q and d-axis stator voltages, 

qr
v  , dr

v :  q and d-axis rotor voltages, 

s
R : stator resistance, 

r
R : rotor resistance, 

ls
x : Stator leakage reactance ( ls

wL ), 

lr
x : Rotor leakage reactance ( lr

wL ), 



ml
x :

)
111

(

1

lrlsm
xxx



, 

qs
i , ds

i : q and d axis stator currents, 

qr
i , dr

i : q and d axis rotor currents, 

P :  number of poles, J :  moment of inertia, 

e
T : electric output torque, 

L
T : load torque, 

w :  arbitrary angular speed, 

b
w : motor angular electrical base frequency, 

r
w : rotor angular electrical speed. 

IV. SIMULATION IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Generalised Concept in an Arbitrary Reference Frame 

Reference frame are very much like observer platforms, in 

that each of the platforms gives a unique view of the system 

at hand as well as a dramatic simplification of the system 

equation. The inputs of a squirrel cage induction machine are 

the three-phase voltages, their fundamental frequency, and 

the load torque. The outputs, on the other hand, are the three 

phase currents, the electrical torque, and the rotor speed. The 

d-q model requires that all the three-phase variables have to 

be transformed to the two-phase synchronously rotating 

frame. Consequently, the induction machine model will have 

blocks transforming the three-phase voltages to the d-q frame 

and the d-q currents back to three-phase. [5] 

B. o-n conversion block 

This block is required for an isolated neutral system, 

otherwise it can be bypassed. The transformation done by this 

block can be represented as follows: [8] 

 
Fig. 2: o-n conversion block 

C. Unit vector calculation block 

Unit vectors 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑒 and 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑒 are used in vector rotation 

blocks, “abc-synchronous conversion block” and 

“synchronous-abc conversion block”. 

 
Fig. 3: Unit vector calculation 

D. abc-synchronous conversion block 

To convert three-phase voltages to voltages in the two-phase 

synchronously rotating frame. [9] 

 
Fig. 4: abc-synchronous conversion 

E. synchronous-abc conversion block: 

This block is conversion of synchronous to abc current 

variables. 

 
Fig. 5: synchronous-abc conversion 

F. Induction machine d-q model block: 

According Krause’s equation the induction motor d-q model 

shown in fig 
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Fig. 3: subsystem d-q model 

An induction machine d-q model can be represented with five 

differential equations as shown in fig.6. To solve these 

equations, they have to arranged in state space form, 

�̇� = 𝐴𝑥 + 𝑏 

Where 𝑥 = [𝐹𝑞𝑠 𝐹𝑑𝑠 𝐹𝑞𝑟 𝐹𝑑𝑠 𝜔𝑏 ]
𝑇
 = state vector. 

V. OVERALL MODEL OF INDUCTION MOTOR 

The d-q model requires that all the three-phase variables have 

to be transformed to the two-phase synchronously rotating 

frame. Consequently, the induction machine model will have 

blocks transforming the three-phase voltages to the d-q frame 

and the d-q currents back to three-phase. The induction 

machine model implementation is shown in Fig. 7. [6][7] 

 
Fig. 4: Induction machine d-q model 

The 30kW induction motor parameter feed using m-

file in matlab program. There is the following parameter of 

an induction motor: 

Rr     = 0.33;               Rotor resistance 

Rs     = 0.17;               Stator resistance 

Lls    = 0.031e-3;        Stator inductance 

Llr     = 0.6e-3;           Rotor inductance 

Lm    = 4e-3;              Magnetizing Inductance 

fb      = 50;                Base frequency 

p       = 4;                  Number of poles 

J       = 0.0223;          Moment of inertia 

 
Fig. 8: Overall simulation model 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The Figure shows the three-phase currents, torque, and speed 

of the machine. The machine accelerates and comes to steady 

state at 0.13 sec with a small slip because of the inertia load. 

 
Fig. 5: Induction motor speed (rpm) 

 
Fig. 6: Induction motor current waveforms 

 
Fig. 7: Electromagnetic & Load torque 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The implementation of a modular Simulink model for 

induction machine simulation has been introduced. In this 

paper, unlike most other induction machine model 

implementations, with this model, the user has access to all 

the internal variables for getting an insight into the machine 

operation. Any machine control algorithm can be simulated 

in the Simulink environment with this model without actually 

using estimators. If need be, when the estimators are 

developed, they can be verified using the signals in the 

machine model. 

The induction motor is designed in synchronous 

rotating d-q axis frames as this model enables the transient 

analysis. The d-q modelling of the induction motor has been 

developed specially to estimate virtual flux. In case of non-

invasive method of fault detection scheme for eccentricity 
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detection, this model can be adopted to estimate the flux, as 

flux is the primary parameter to get affected by air gap 

eccentricity. Any asymmetry in the air gap gives rise to non-

uniform distribution of the flux and harmonics are induced in 

the stator current. Using these stator currents, fluxes can be 

estimated after simulating the model. The model developed 

also can be used to estimate the dynamic torque as this is 

another parameter to get affected by air gap asymmetry in the 

machine. This model can also be used to study the effect of 

variable frequency converters on the performance of 

machine. This model can perform the model to simulate both 

induction motors and generators, therefore there is no need 

for different models for different applications. 
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